Snyder-Girotti Arrival and Dismissal Procedures 2018-19

Welcome Back! Please see below for the drop off and pick up route for arrival and dismissal of students. All traffic must enter the school property via the Buckley Street entrance. Cars will be directed to our drop-off point in front of the gym/cafeteria. Once your vehicle is along the curb, your child is to exit the car. School personnel will assist students being dropped; all drivers must remain in their cars. Do NOT wait until your car is in front of the gym entrance to have your child exit. To exit the school property, you must proceed to Beaver Street where all traffic will turn right. If you feel the need to walk your child to the doors of the school, please park in the Grundy parking lot across Beaver Street from the school. At dismissal, the school’s parking lots get very congested. You are NOT permitted to park along curbs at your convenience. You MUST park in a designated parking spot located either behind the school, adjacent to the playground or in the Grundy Lot across from Beaver Street.

Kelli Rosado
Principal, Snyder-Girotti School
Arrival and Dismissal Locations:

Kindergarten:
Arrival: 8:05 AM Enter in the black gated area in the Early Learning Center
Dismiss: 1:55 PM as follows:
   EL 101 and EL 102: main entrance
   EL 103 and EL 104: kindergarten entrance/exit

First Grade:
Arrive: 8:05 AM Enter in the Gym Entrance in rear of school OR at the Pond/Mulberry Sts. entrance (across from Police Station)
Dismiss: 2:40 PM Exit from the black gated area in the Early Learning Center (remain outside the gated area)

Second Grade:
Arrival: 8:05 AM Enter in the Gym Entrance in rear of school OR at the Pond/Mulberry Sts. entrance (across from Police Station)
Dismiss: 2:40 PM Exit in the roundabout behind the school

Third Grade:
Arrive: 8:05 AM Enter in the Gym Entrance in rear of school OR at the Pond/Mulberry Sts. entrance (across from Police Station)
Dismiss: 2:40 PM Exit from the Gym Entrance in the back of school

Fourth Grade:
Arrive: 8:05 AM Enter in the Gym Entrance in rear of school OR at the Pond/Mulberry Sts. entrance (across from Police Station)
Dismiss: 2:40 PM Exit from the Cafeteria doors in the back of the school

Fifth Grade:
Arrive: 8:05 AM Enter in the Gym Entrance in rear of school OR at the Pond/Mulberry Sts. entrance (across from Police Station)
Dismiss: 2:40 PM Exit from the Cafeteria doors in the back of the school

Sixth Grade:
Arrive: 8:05 AM Enter in the Gym Entrance in rear of school OR at the Pond/Mulberry Sts. entrance (across from Police Station)
Dismiss: 2:40 PM Exit from the Fountain doors on Pond Street

All dismissal locations are clearly labeled.